Biological interaction networks can be modeled using the Modular Interaction Network (MIN) formalism, which provides an intermediary modeling level between the biological and mathematical ones. MIN focuses on a simple but structured and versatile representation of biological knowledge, without targeting a particular analysis or simulation technique. In this paper, we propose a translation procedure which, starting from a MIN specification of a biological system, generates its representation in ordinary differential equations (ODEs) allowing to study the dynamics of the system. The translation is illustrated on a classical benchmark: the λ phage genetic switch. Keywords. Abstract biological models, regulatory interaction networks, ODE
Introduction
The description of a biological system is often obtained by constructing an interaction network. An efficient way to represent such an interaction network is to use the Modular Interaction Network (MIN) formalism [15] , which provides an intermediary modeling level between the biological and mathematical ones. MIN was designed in order to provide a structured way to maintain various biological data, taking into account their interactions, supporting incremental enrichments and several translation procedures to other formalisms currently used by modelers in biology. The translation from MIN to target modeling formalisms is crucial as it gives an access to analysis or simulation techniques allowing in particular to study the dynamics of the biological system. This has already been detailed in [15] for the R. Thomas' regulatory networks formalism [13] .
In this paper, we address specifically the translation procedure which, starting from a MIN specification of a biological system, generates automatically its representation in ordinary differential equations (ODEs). This translation can be performed either directly (if some specific conditions are satisfied), or after applying an auxiliary operation of regulatory site demultiplication allowing to handle the necessary information automatically in an exhaustive way. The translation is illustrated on a classical benchmark: the λ phage genetic switch.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section recalls MIN. Then, we present two examples of the λ phage modeling with MIN. Our translation of MIN into ODE is introduced next and applied to those examples. Finally, we conclude with some words of discussion, related work and perspectives.
Modular Interaction Network
The MIN model can be seen abstractly as a bipartite graph involving two kinds of nodes: chemical species and regulatory sites. Every regulatory site has a set of regulating and regulated chemical species and their role is expressed by influences. Chemical species and regulatory sites together are called variables. They represent biological objects at some level of abstraction: molecules or parts of them, complex processes like regulatory pathways, complex systems like sensors, or even an entire organism.
As the knowledge about biological systems is based on observations and experiments, the observable level of activity of biological objects can change in various states of the biological system. These objects can influence the levels of activity of each other. So, every variable in MIN is assumed to have a set of observable values, corresponding to the observable levels of activity of the corresponding biological objects, such as "low", "high", or "10µM ".
A chemical species represents a biological object with catalytic or binding capabilities, which can influence one or more regulatory sites. These influences have a chemical nature: association/dissociation reactions, electron transfers, etc. A species may have one or more influence capabilities, which are called affinities. An affinity is the ability of a biological object to interact with a set of other biological objects through a particular regulatory site. Thus, an affinity may correspond to a protein domain for a protein or to a surface molecule (receptor) for a cell. The nature of the interaction between two biological entities can be unknown. So, a wild-card affinity, labeled "*", may be defined for every species, standing for an unknown mechanism of regulation.
A regulatory site regulates species activity in a manner which may be assimilated to a chemical reaction or to a more abstract mechanism, like for instance three-dimensional conformation changes in a molecule or cooperativity effects. A regulatory site has a label which characterizes its capabilities of being influenced through the affinities. If a regulatory site and an affinity of a species have the same label, it means that an interaction is possible between the biological objects corresponding to the site and the species. A regulatory site represents an "input" for a species and regulates its activity through the integration of several influences on it.
The variables (chemical species and regulatory sites) can have attributes, which come from the corresponding biological objects, and may have types like "position", "size", "reaction rate", "stoichiometry" etc. expressing a knowledge about them. Several variables with the same name may thus be present in MIN, if they have attributes with different values. So, we can represent a molecule of the same protein in free or bound state, or the same gene at its natural location and translocated in a different place in the genome.
Biological objects, represented by variables in MIN, may interact and play specific roles in these interactions. It is assumed that every interaction happens through an affinity and a regulatory site and there is no influence between variables of the same kind. Thus, two kinds of influences between the variables of the model can be considered: Influences of Chemical species on Regulatory sites (ICR) and Influences of Regulatory sites on Chemical species (IRC). An influence has also a set of attributes, denoted by P ICR or P IRC , which describes, in particular, the relationship between the values of the species and those of the regulatory site, like the parameters of the corresponding chemical reaction: kinetic rate, speed, . . . The dynamics of the biological system is represented in MIN by "snapshots", lines in a relation F. Each such line collects the measurement results for a certain number of observed variables (and 'undef " for the others). F plays the role of a data bank from which the parameters of the dynamics of the system interactions could be inferred, if not yielded by parameters in P ICR or P IRC .
More formally, a modular interaction network M is a tuple (V, ICR, IRC, F, L) where:
• V = C ∪R is the set of variables of the model; it is partitioned in a set C = {C i | 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|} of chemical species and a set R = {R j | 1 ≤ j ≤ |R|} of regulatory sites; the name of a variable v is denoted by N v ;
• ICR is a set of influences from chemical species to regulatory sites through an affinity of the former and there is at most one influence between such a pair of variables through the same affinity;
• IRC is a set of influences from regulatory sites to chemical species and there is at most one influence between such a pair of variables;
• F is a set of observed (possibly partly 1 defined) states of the biological system;
• L is a set of links to sources of the information (bibliography) about those observations. Such MIN models may be composed and compressed using dedicated operations allowing to assemble incrementally and/or separately various representations of a studied biological system.
In figures, species are represented by boxes, affinities by triangles inside the boxes of species, regulatory sites by ellipses, influences of a species on a regulatory site by plain arcs, and influences of a regulatory site on a species by dashed arcs, as shown in Figures 1 or 2.
The λ phage genetic switch and its modeling with MIN
In order to illustrate our approach, we shall use as a running example a classical biological benchmark: the genetic switch of the λ phage. The λ phage is a virus which infects the Escherichia coli bacteria. It turns out that a lot of quantitative and qualitative information is now available on it, so that it has become a benchmark organism and plays a central role in modeling [10, 7, 13, 14, 9, 4, 3, 8] . The decision between two possible (lytic or lysogenic) life phases is controlled by a region of the λ phage genome, referred to as the genetic switch region. The decision results from the competition between two major proteins: The first one is referred to as CRO, encoded by gene cro, and expressed during the lytic phase. The second one is called λ repressor, referred to as CI. It is encoded by gene cI, and it can activate other genes, including itself, and repress others. The gene cI is expressed during the lysogenic phase.
Various MIN models may be given for a same biological system, corresponding to various levels of abstraction or emphasizing particular aspects of it.
In figures and in the following the italic characters are used for the MIN model entities, while the ordinary roman ones for the biological objects. 
Translation of a MIN into ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
The ODEs are one of the most traditional mathematical approaches to modeling of biological systems, essentially because they may easily be simulated using any of the numerical integration tools. While the usual approach to construct an ODE model is to collect the needed information from literature piece by piece, which is extensively time consuming, the MIN model gathers various types of data about the structure and functioning of living systems which may be automatically translated into various modeling formalisms including ODEs. In order to perform the translation into ODEs, the chemical species implicated in reactions and the kinetic properties of these reactions should be indicated. The translation from MIN into ODEs is performed either directly (if some specific conditions are satisfied), or after applying an auxiliary operation of regulatory site demultiplication allowing to handle the necessary information automatically in an exhaustive way.
While the states of a chemical species may characterize the degree of its activity, through a discrete indication like "absent", "low", "high", or through a quantitative information like the concentration, leading quite directly to a representation in ODEs as chemical species, the states of a regulatory site may potentially be more difficult to interpret. In the simplest case a regulatory site represents a single chemical reaction, like "CI RNA synthesis", "CI protein synthesis" or "CI dimerisation" in Figures 1 and 2 , are easy to translate in ODEs using the mass action law. However, in a more complex case, a regulatory site may encompass through its different states a whole family of biochemical reactions, making a direct translation difficult. Actually, the concentrations of participating species for a single chemical reaction are sufficient to find out its activity rate, thus represented by a function. For a family of reactions, the reaction rate is not always a function (but a relation) of the concentrations of each species, and this is precisely the difficulty of the translation to ODEs.
Direct translation from MIN into ODEs
A MIN model can be directly translated in ODEs when each regulatory site corresponds to a single chemical reaction (it has the attribute "reaction") which consumes no more than two molecules. This last constraint comes from the hypothesis commonly used in ODE modeling, that it is highly unlikely for more than two molecules to meet and to react, simultaneously. An obvious exception to this rule is the case of enzymatic reactions, often represented with more than two molecules participating in the chemical reaction, one of them being an enzyme. In fact, enzymes are most commonly presented on the chemical reaction arrows to say that they influence the reaction kinetics, but their quantity does not change in it. We consider that a regulatory site corresponding to any other type of reaction (representing more than one simple reaction step, and thus involving more than two species) should be transformed (demultiplied) first, in order to be translated into differential equations.
A MIN model like that presented in Figure 1 is detailed enough to be directly translated to ODEs. Indeed, each regulatory site corresponds to a simple reaction. For each chemical species we can thus write a differential equation summing its consumption and production in the chemical reactions where the species takes part. In our example, this leads to the system:
where the k j reaction rates come from the corresponding reaction attributes. If the attributes do not yield numerical values for the reaction rates k j , they are simply kept symbolic, indexed by the reaction name.
Species O P RM and CI RN A are not consumed in the reactions since the corresponding ICRs have the attribute stoichiometry = M , which means that they are biological matrices, i.e., they are not consumed or produced in this reaction, but bring information about reaction steps to be performed. In a more general case, on each influence adjacent to a regulatory site, an attribute corresponding to the stoichiometric coefficient can be indicated. It may have four qualitatively different values. A numerical value corresponds to the number of molecules involved in the reaction. The value "0" means that the corresponding species is an enzyme, i.e., it is not consumed or produced in this reaction, but its presence is necessary for the reaction to take place. M means that the corresponding species is a biological matrix. Any other label stands for a vector of coefficients saying how many molecules of each of the 20 types of aminoacids (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 20 ) or each of the 5 types of nucleotides (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 ), needed to synthesize the macromolecular product of the reaction.
Handling multireaction sites
Any MIN model can be translated into differential equations with an automated procedure, even if some regulatory sites do not represent a single biochemical reaction. In those cases, however, it may be necessary to first demultiply MIN regulatory sites in order to transform the model into a detailed one, for which the previous translation is available.
Regulatory sites of MIN care for two main functions: to represent the regulatory regions, i.e., the physical entities which can change their states by binding to chemical species, and thus participate in different sets of chemical reactions, or to represent the chemical reactions themselves. Thus, in the first interpretation, a regulatory site stands for a set of chemical reactions, as presented in Figure 3 . It shows the demultiplication of the regulatory site OR. Without any a priori information, each state of the regulatory site can be obtained from any other state through the influence of a chemical species regulating the original regulatory site. Each such state corresponds to a new species which should be added to the model, as well as the corresponding state transition reactions, represented by regulatory sites. These state species can regulate the activity of the "output" species of the original regulatory site. Each such state regulates these species' activity in independent chemical reactions which should be added into the model as new regulatory sites.
The automated translation of MIN into differential equations amounts to demultiply each regulatory sites of the original MIN which does not correspond to a single simple reaction (attribute reaction is not present, or more than two molecules are combined). Then, the resulting system will be ready for a direct translation into differential equations.
More formally, let R be a non-reaction regulatory site of a MIN M, and ICR C i ,R,a denote the ICR connecting the species C i to the regulatory site R through the affinity a. We first construct the multiset C R df = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } of regulators of R (chemical species influencing R through some affinity), where a regulator C i occurs in C R as many times as indicated by the attribute "stoichiometry" (one by default) in the ICR connecting it to R. The MIN M is then transformed by the demultiplication of R, replacing the site R and its influences by:
• the setR df = {R · c | c ∈ P(C R )} of new species which are generated by the demultiplication in order to replace R, where P(C R ) denotes the power set 2 of C R ;
• the set R in
∈R} of new regulatory sites corresponding to the chemical reactions enabling the transitions between different states of the regulatory site, represented now by species fromR, through reactions with their regulators C i ∈ C R . Hence, C i binds to R · c if the number of occurrences of C i in c is strictly smaller than its stoichiometry coefficient. Each of these new regulatory sites inherits the attributes of the corresponding ICR (in particular, the rates k i ) and is connected by new ICRs to the species R · c and C i (with the * -affinity), and by an IRC to the species R · (c + {C i }), all with stoichiometry = 1;
• the set E R df = {C k | P ICR C k ,R,a (stoichiometry) = 0} of enzymes influencing R. Each C k is connected to each new regulatory site r ∈ R in by an ICR with stoichiometry = 0; plication of all regulatory sites of the original MIN may now be directly translated into differential equations.
Let us consider the example in Figure 2 , where the regulatory site OR (not a reaction) regulates the activity of the O P RM promoter and is influenced by the CI dimer CI2. The demultiplication of the regulatory site OR, as shown in Figure 3 , then leads to the MIN represented in Figure 6 . The regulatory site OR · CI → CI in Figure 6 , represents the production of CI from OR · CI as a function of the concentration of OR · CI. The regulatory site OR · +CI represents the binding reaction that can take place in the system. The corresponding ODEs are:
In addition to these equations, some constraints on the parameters can be found in the MIN. For example, the K dim attribute of the CI dim reaction is the equilibrium constant:
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we defined and illustrated a translation from MIN models into an ODE description of the dynamics of the associated chemical reactions, but we also showed in another paper [15] how to obtain a family of R. Thomas' regulatory networks modeling the same biological system.
The major problem in modeling a genetic regulation with differential equations is that the substrate can be omitted in the model, considering that all the substrates (nucleotides, aminoacids, etc.), necessary to produce the reaction product (which is generally a protein or an RNA), are present in the cell in appropriate quantities. The mass of each type of atoms should be preserved in a chemical reaction; however, in complex biological processes small molecules (like ATP, water, etc) may be also omitted in the reaction. Sometimes, even bigger molecules are omitted in the reactions with unknown mechanism.
The biological descriptions of genetic regulation often follow the scheme:
where Regulator is a protein itself, possibly different from the P rotein in the right part of the equation. However, a more realistic equation reflecting the set of biochemical reactions of protein expression should be something like
In this equation, Enzymes stands for the machinery of protein synthesis (RNA polymerase, ribosomes, etc.) and Resources stands for the necessary substrates to produce the P rotein. To insure the conservation of mass in the system of biochemical equations, it is necessary to know the stoichiometric coefficients of each reaction. To further illustrate the usage of stoichiometric coefficients in the MIN modeling, let us consider the Figure 7 . The stoichiometric coefficient for Aminoacids is a label. It represents the composition of the corresponding macromolecule: CI protein. In general, the opposite reaction of the biochemical synthesis is degradation, and it releases the same quantities of the corresponding substrate residuals. The stoichiometric coefficient for the Ribosome is 0, which means that these are enzymes in the reactions of the CI protein synthesis. The stoichiometric coefficient for CI is 2 for the reaction of the dimerisation of CI, meaning that two molecules of CI are needed to form a dimer. The stoichiometric coefficient for the CI dimer regulating the site OR is 3 meaning that 3 dimers can bind to this site, simultaneously. The stoichiometric coefficients give the α i power coefficients in the corresponding equation.
For so detailed systems, the demultiplication step during the translation into ODEs will generate a lot of intermediate reaction steps. However, this difficulty can be overcome by using the protein sequence, being possibly an attribute of the CI protein species, in order to reconstruct the precise order of the protein synthesis reaction steps, instead of considering all possible aminoacid combinations.
The attributes of the ICRs and IRCs contain various types of information, such as the type of the interaction (activation, inhibition, consumed, produced), which enable to find out species being enzymes and those changing their concentration in a chemical reaction. Possible values of kinetic rates of the corresponding chemical reactions may be found in the ICR or IRC attributes. Also, to simplify the obtained model by identifying mutually exclusive regulators, or to eliminate the state changes which do not lead to the modification of the activity of the regulated species, the description of states of the regulatory site can be found in the relation F. Another possibility is to calculate the ODE parameters based on these state description, as in [8] .
The MIN formalism may play the role of an intermediate level between insufficiently precise natural language and too specialized mathematical descriptions of biological systems. The MIN construction is a process of inferring the biological interaction networks from the biological observations of microscopic and macroscopic level. The underlying structure provides a skeleton for the understanding of the organization and functioning of biological systems. Compared with some UML based models for biology [1, 11] , MIN has the advantage of enabling the automatic translation in other formalisms.
Existing approaches to the modeling of biological networks using ODEs share some basic concepts with MIN, but differs from it in some points: The CellDesigner [2] is a structured diagram editor for drawing biological networks, based on the graphical notation system proposed by Kitano [6] . These diagrams represent the biological objects, similarly as the MIN does. The CellDesigner models are stored using the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [5] for the simulation with ODEs. E-Cell [12] is an object-oriented software for modeling, simulation, and analysis of large scale complex systems. E-Cell Simulation Environment allows modeling of discrete, stochastic and continuous processes. Thus, at different steps of iterative modeling, MIN can provide quantitative models for the further analysis with E-cell. Cell Illustrator [9] is another environment for describing biopathways with hybrid functional Petri nets (HFPN), visualizing simulation results, evaluating hypothesis and integrating data from biopathway databases. Compared to MIN, the modeling with HFPN may introduce structural elements pertinent for the model dynamics but without a direct biological interpretation. Also, the choice between discrete or continuous modeling has to be made for each entity or process during the modeling, while in MIN this decision is postponed until the analysis stage.
